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I. INTRODUCTORY
W
Topographic surveys and the resulting maps differ from all other sur­
veys and maps chiefly in that they endeavor to measure and represent the magni­
tude and character of the relief of the earth's surface. Among all the devices 
that have been invented for representing relief, the most accurate and useful 
is the contour. Hachures, shading, and relief maps have been used extensively 
and these methods have the distinct advantage of aiding the observer to form 
a rapid estimate of the relative amount of relief and to comprehend the general 
characteristics of the surface of a given region. But relief maps, modeled in 
clay or other materials, are bulky and are not easily reproduced, while hachured 
and shaded maps even when skillfully made are not accurate enough for many pur­
poses for which a topographic map is used.
The only method which is accurate and at the same time gives a graph­
ical interpretation of the configurations of the earth's surface, is that based 
on the use of the contour. This method is extremely accurate; indeed it may be 
called a precise method within the limits of accuracy prescribed by the field 
methods and the scale of the map. And even though it does not give the perspec­
tive of the landscape which other topographic maps do, yet it requires only a 
slight study of the principles of contour construction to enable the uninitiated 
observer to read the map with considerable intelligence, and to the trained 
topographer it yields a more perfect and complete idea of the area than could be 
obtained from any other form of map.
This method has been used exclusively by the United Spates Geological
Survey for more than thirty years in preparing the official map of the United
2States. During this period a large portion of the territorial domain has been
j mapped, including every possible kind of geological formation and degree of re­
lief from perfectly level plains to the rugged features of the rocky mountains. 
Naturally new methods have been devised and old ones improved from time to time, 
until now the topographers of all nations recognize the superiority and excellence 
of our methods.
It is the purpose of this article to describe somewhat in detail the 
methods of the United States Geological Survey as applied to hilly and flat re­
gions. Most of this description is drawn from the author's observation during 
the periods of his employment as Junior Topographer with this Survey in Ohio and 
in the office at Washington, D. C. Hence the attempt has been made to describe
I; . f
only those methods which apply to regions similar to those where this work has 
taken him. His duties consisted largely in traversing streams and ridges and in 
sketching details. Accordingly,the latter subject, (which other descriptions of 
the work of the United States Geological Survey have almost entirely neglected) re­
ceives considerable attention, To the author's knowledge this is the first 
attempt that has been made to state the principles which underlie the art of 
sketching topography in the field. Such an'article involves many special and 
technical terras, but the author has had in mind that class of readers who have 
some knowledge of surveying and of the use of surveying instruments, and conse­
quently no explanation of terms has been attempted.
3II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Historical Sketch
The origin, development, organization, and operations of the United 
States Geological Survey are described in Bulletin No. 227 of that organization 
and published as House Document No. 679 of the Fifty-eighth Congress, second 
session. This bulletin states that "The United States Geological Survey, in 
the Department of the Interior, was created by act of Congress approved March
3, 1879."----  "Prior to this date five Federal surveys had been engaged in
mapping portions of the territory of the United States. The oldest of these, 
the Coast and Geodetic Survey, had restricted its mapping to the coast line, but 
had extended certain geodetic and scientific investigations over other portions 
of the country. The other four organisations had made topographic, geologic and 
other scientific and economic surveys in the Territories west of the one hun­
dredth meridian." ------"When the United States Geological Survey was created
all these earlier surveys were discontinued except the United States Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, which, as a part of the new Department of Commerce and Labor, 
continues to make surveys of the coast, and geodetic and scientific investiga­
tions on lines which have been followed for more than half a century." --------
I
 "The paragraph of the organic act creating the office of the Director
of the United States Geological Survey reads, in part, as follows: •-----  this
officer shall have the direction of the Geological Survey, and the classification 
of the public lands and examination of the geological structure, mineral re­
sources, and products of the national domain.' "
"The Director, advised by the Secretary of the Interior and the in­
terested committees in Congress, at once recognized the necessity of making a 
good topographic map, as a basis for classifying the public lands. A satisfac­
tory classification of the lands, and especially of the products of the national
4domain, requires an indication on the base maps of the cleared and the cultivated 
lands, with sub-classification of these." "Water is regarded as one of the most 
valuable resources of the country, and under the clause requiring an examination 
of the mineral resources, a hydrographic survey has been made to ascertain the 
amount and quality of the water supplies. From time to time Congress has defi­
nitely recognized these various functions by specific legislation providing for 
the making of ‘topographic surveys in various portions of the United States,* for 
•gauging the streams and determining the water supply of the United States,* for 
'the survey of the public lands that have been or nay hereafter be designated as 
forest reserves,' Tor preparing 'maps of Alaska showing all known topographic 
and geologic features,' etc."
The growth of the United States Geological Survey is told in the fol­
lowing paragraph:
"During the first year (1879-1880) the topographers mapped on the 
scale of about four miles to the inch and with the large contour interval of two 
hundred feet, three thousand four hundred square miles. During the year (1902­
1903) there were mapped approximately thirty-one thousand square miles, on, how­
ever, the much larger and more detailed scales of one mile and two miles to the 
inch and with relief shown by contours having intervals varying between ten and 
one hundred feet."
Purpose and Use of the Maps
The controlling consideration in the determination of the character of
i
the field work for a topographic map, is the purpose for which the map is to be 
used. Mr. W. H. Herron, Geographer of the United States Geological Survey, has 
given a list of the common uses of such maps in Bulletin No. 14 of the Illinois 
State Geological Survey as follows:
1. As preliminary map3 for planning extensive irrigation and drainage 
projects, showing areas of catchment for water supply, sites for reservoirs,
5routes of canals, etc.
2. Highways, electric roads, railroads, aqueducts, and sewerage sys­
tems may be laid out on them, thU3 saving the cost of preliminary surveys.
3. In the improvement of rivers and smaller waterways.
4. In the determination and classification of water resources, both 
surface and underground.
5. By boards of health in the disposal of city sewage, garbage, etc.
6. In determining routes, mileage, location of road building material, 
and the topography in country traversed by public highways.
7. In the selection of most practical routes for automobiling tours 
and inter-city runs.
8. As a guide map for prospectors and others in traveling through 
little known regions.
9. As a base for the compilation of the extent and character of forest 
and grazing lands.
10. In the classification of lands and in plotting the distribution 
and nature of the various soils.
11. In the compilation of maps in connection with the survey and sale
of lands.
12. In investigations for the improvement of the plant and animal in­
dustries and in a comprehensive study of physical and biological conditions in 
connection with the stocking of interior waters with food fishes, and in advanta­
geously locating fish culture stations.
13. In locating and mapping the boundaries of the life and crop zones 
and in mapping the geographical distribution of plants and animals.
14. In plotting the distribution and spread of injurious insects and
germs.
15. As a base map for the plotting of information relating to geology 
and the mineral resources of the country.
616. In maneuvers of the national guard, in the development of military 
problems, and in the selection of routes for road marches or strategical move­
ments of the troops, particularly the artillery or cavalry.
17. In connection with questions relating to state, county, or town 
boundaries.
18. As a means of promoting an exact knowledge of the country and serv­
ing teachers and pupils in geographic studies.
19. As base maps for the graphic representation of all facts relating 
to population, industries, products, or other statistical information.
20. In connection with legislation involving the granting of charters, 
rights, etc., when a physical knowledge of the country may be desirable or neces­
sary.
21. Their main importance, however, is as a basis upon which to study 
the geological formation and the relations of the various coal, oil and gas­
bearing formations one to another, their depth below the surface and the probable 
extension of such resources into unexploited areas, also as a basis for soil 
surveys for the determination of the agricultural value and properties of the 
lands.
Such a map of the entire United States must of necessity be drawn to a 
small scale, and must be prepared in relatively small and regular units. There­
fore quadrangles bounded by parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude have 
been used. Since a minute of latitude and longitude in the United States equals 
approximately one mile, it has seemed expedient to use quadrangles of fifteen 
minutes of latitude and longitude to the scale of one part to sixty two thousand 
five hundred (1/62500). This scale is approximately equal to one inch to a mile 
and is an aliquot part of one to one million; hence by simple proportionate re­
duction the map can be reduced to the scale of one part to a million, which is 
the universal scale adopted by all nations for a uniform map of the world.
The scale mentioned above gives a unit about fifteen inches square,
7and is a suitable scale for all ordinary hilly and rolling regions with contour 
intervals from five to fifty feet.
Limits of Error
In very flat or mountainous regions where the features are large and 
may well be represented by the use of a smaller scale, it is reduced to one inch 
equals two miles or one inch equals four miles; and in these cases the quadran­
gles are bounded respectively by thirty minutes and by one degree of latitude and 
longitude.
To provide an accurately reliable map for the many purposes mentioned 
above, it has been the aim of the field work to secure such accuracy in the con­
trol* for the map that any errors will be inappreciable in maps several times as 
large as those to be published. The position of a point on paper can scarcely be 
indicated more closely than to the nearest one hundredth of an inch, and with a 
scale of the published map of one inch equal to one mile, this corresponds to a 
distance of fifty-two feet. Hence if the horizontal coordinates of the primary 
control are within a limit of error of ten feet, then the map might be increased 
five times its scale without apparent error in the map.
* By "control" is meant the location of points by coordinates with such 
accuracy that the remainder of the survey can be adjusted to it,so that the 
position of no point will be appreciably in error.
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III. HORIZONTAL CONTROL 
Primary Control
The accuracy of the map depends on the number and distribution of the 
control points in the field. The minimum number of these points for primary con­
trol ie three for each quadrangle, with at least two secondary points located by 
intersection from the primary stations. These numbers are a minimum, and many 
more than these, of both primary and secondary points, are desirable, and must 
be obtained if possible. Such points consist of any well-defined objects, as 
church spires, windmills, trees, prominent summits, rock cairns, or tripod and 
quadripod signals.
There are two general methods for establishing the horizontal control. 
First, the method of triangulation, which is adapted to rugged, hilly and open 
country; and second, the primary traverse, which is adapted to flat, wooded or 
gently rolling country where long transit sights (ten to twenty miles) are im­
practicable. These two methods will be described in the order mentioned.
Triangulation. The method of triangulation consists in first measur­
ing a base line with extreme accuracy, (ordinarily the ratio of error is between 
1/500,000 and 1/1,000,000); and this base becomes one side of a net-work of tri­
angles whose angles are accurately measured and the lengths of whose sides are 
computed from the "base" triangle. The methods of measuring the base line are 
completely described in a number of textbooks on surveying, and are essentially 
the same in all cases; but the methods of measuring the singles are determined 
by the purpose of the survey and will be described briefly.
Considerable care must be exercised in selecting the points so that 
the figures in the triangulation system shall be of proper shape and size. The 
most desirable shape is the quadrilateral with diagonals at nearly right angles 
to each other, or "central point" figures with four to seven sides. The tri­
angles making up the system should be well proportioned with angles not less
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Observing Tower
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The triangulation signals must be built for permanence as well as for 
visibility. They may consist of trees, rock cairns, quadripod or tripod signals.
If trees are used they should be tall and straight with the branches cleared 
away except a tuft in the top. The timber in the immediate vicinity should be 
cleared away. Rock cairns may be used on bare summits, and should be built to 
resist high winds. A pole or green tree in the top will aid in making the sig­
nal visible. In some places signals must be built of timber and a few illus­
trations of such signals are shown.
In some cases it is impracticable to erect signals, in which case the 
heliotrope is used. There are many kinds of these instruments, but the simpler 
ones are to be preferred on account of their portability and ease of adjustment. 
Some of these instruments are described and their use explained in Wilson's 
"Topographic Surveying," p. 556.
All primary triangulation stations must be marked by the regular iron 
bench mark or with tablets set in stone/ (See iHus-tration). Each of these 
marks must be referenced by at least three permanent marks, such as spikes in 
trees or drilled holes in rock, etc. If practicable an imperishable mark, such 
as a glass bottle should be left as a sub-surface mark.
U. 8. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BULLETIN 493 PLATE I
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BENCH MARKS.
A, Tablet used in cooperating States. The State name is inserted at G.
B  and D , Copper temporary bench mark, consisting of a nail and copper washer. 
A, C, and E, Tablets for stone or concrete structures.
F, Iron post used where there is no rock.
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The instruments used in measuring angles are eight-inch thodolites with 
comb scales and micrometers reading direct to seconds. Observations are limited 
to the most favorable conditions of the atmosphere, which is obtained usually 
within the three hours before sunset or on cloudy days. Measurements are some­
times taken at night; but this requires extra assistants to operate the signals, 
and the extra expense is seldom warranted. No angle is considered to be well de­
termined unless it has been observed ten times, five with telescope direct and 
five with telescope reversed —  these readings having been made upon at least 
five different parts of the circle. Field computations are made to determine the 
triangle closures before leaving the station. These closures in primary triangu­
lation should not exceed five seconds, and after all corrections and adjustments 
have been made, the angles may be considered accurate within +0.5".
The azimuth of at least two lines in any triangulation scheme should be 
determined by observations on Polaris. These determinations are made with at 
least five measurements between the star and the mark with telescope direct and 
five with telescope reversed, with a resulting accuracy expressed by the probable 
error of ± 2.0".
After all the field measurements have been taken, the computations 
which give the final adjusted values of the lengths of the sides and the geodetic 
coordinates of the station, may be briefly described as follows: The mean values
of the observed angles are computed and the "horizon closed" about each station,
1
by distributing any errors proportionately among the angles at any given station. 
Then the system of triangulation i3 inspected and the figures selected for a 
least-squares adjustment. The spherical excess for the triangles in each adjust­
ment is calculated and applied to each triangle before the condition equations 
are formed. Then the usual least-squares adjustment is performed and the neces­
sary corrections are made to the triangles. Next the lengths of the sides are 
computed and finally the geodetic coordinates are worked out. For the details 
of this work see Mr. Gannett's "Manual of Topographic Methods."
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Primary Traverse. Primary traverse consists in running an accurate 
deflection angle or azimuth traverse over the area to be mapped forming a net 
of control which will establish the position of points within the prescribed 
limits of error. In order to check the results of such a traverse it is of 
great importance that the traverse shall close upon itself or upon some point of 
known position. The minimum amount of such control for good results has been 
found to be one line near the edge of each fifteen minute quadrangle and one 
line bisecting the quadrangle. These lines should follow railways and highways 
in order to secure good routes for instrument sights and for chaining.
Permanent marks should be established frequently to be used by the 
topographer in obtaining his secondary control. At least nine permanent marks 
designated "Primary Traverse Points" should be established on each quadrangle —  
three on each 3ide and one in the center. See accompanying sketch showing 
typical condition,and position of 
primary traverse points and pri­
mary bench marks* A number of 
secondary points are located as 
the work proceeds, such as inter­
sections of highways, railways, 
township and section lines, etc.
The primary traverse 
party usually consists of an in­
strument man in charge, a recorder, '*’*'*’.a i'so ai°/sr‘ZO'
£ > -  7 7 x rx e s 5 e  / ’’o /r r /-
3.M , -  /3es?c/?
cook and teamster if it is necessary to camp. The li3t of instruments includes
two tapemen and two flagmen, also a
a good transit reading to twenty or thirty seconds and furnished with stadia 
wires, two three hundred foot steel tapes, one one hundred foot steel tape, two 
flag poles, plumb bob, chaining pins, tape repair outfit, steel dies for stamp­
ing monuments, standard traverse posts or tablets, notebooks, etc. The instru-
18
ment man should carry a reliable watch.
The methods of chaining depend on field conditions, as to whether the 
line follows a railway or highway. On railways the full three hundred foot tape 
is always used and stretched flat on the ties since any error in grade would be 
less than the error due to sag if the attempt were made to keep the chain level. 
The tape lengths are marked with kiel on the rails and station marks are made 
either by a cross on the rail or nail in a tie.
On highways the tape must be kept level and a uniform pull used to 
eliminate errors due to sag. On steep grades the tape must be "broken" in order 
to keep the chain level. Separate count and record of the distances must be kept 
by each chainman and checked at each transit station. If there is any discrep­
ancy in the count, the line must be rechained. The chain lengths are marked by 
chaining pins, and transit stations are marked with a ten-penny nail driven in
'
the ground through a sheet of paper on which the station number is properly re­
corded.
The error in 3uch traverse lines is usually about one in ten thousand 
or ten feet in twenty miles, and since no traverse would extend more than one 
hundred miles and seldom more than fifty without a check on some known point, no 
errors would be appreciable after adjusting the traverse to the extremities of 
the line.
The method of measuring the angles is that of the azimuth traverse, 
both verniers being read and two measurements of each angle are made. These 
should agree within one minute, or the measurements are repeated.
The errors in primary traverse work are more likely to be in the chain­
ing than in the measurement of angles, since the azimuth of the traverse is 
checked every night or at least every fifteen mile3. Only in very rough country 
with short sights will the probable error in azimuth equal that in distance.
The usual method of making the azimuth determination is followed. How­
ever considerable care is exercised to obtain an observation correct within a
19
probable error of plus or minus ten seconds. The observed azimuths are adjusted 
to the computed azimuths from day to day and the error of closure for a fifteen 
minute quadrangle should not exceed one second (approximately fifty feet) in de­
parture or one and one quarter seconds in longitude. This limit of error assures 
the correct location of points within the limits of error as given on page 7 .
Secondary Control ^
The amount of control furnished by either primary triangulation or 
primary traverse is very meagre for the purpose of sketching. As described and 
illustrated above the primary control has established at least three primary 
triangulation stations or nine primary traverse points well distributed over the 
quadrangle, and the position of as many other points as could conveniently be 
located from the triangulation station or along the traverse route. But there 
remain large areas with no control of any kind and the secondary control estab­
lishes a net-work of lines throughout the quadrangle to enable the topographer 
to fill in the details of the map.
There are two general methods in use for establishing the secondary 
control. These are commonly known as the buggy** traverse and plane-table traverse. 
The significance of these names will appear in the description of the two methods.
Two Methods Used. The instruments used in the first method consist of 
a small plane table fifteen 
inches square with a compass 
needle usually set in a nar­
row brass box attached to 
the edge of the board, and a 
peep-sight alidade with a 
scale marked on its edge.
(See illustration)
Small Plane Table with Peep-sight Alidade
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With this equipment the traverseman goes into the field with a horse 
and buggy and begins his traverse at some primary traverse point which has pre­
viously been located. He selects some point on his plane table sheet to repre­
sent this point, orients his table with the use of the compass needle, sights 
to the next bend in the road or point on his traverse and indicates the direc­
tion on the map by drawing a line along the peep-sight alidade. He then moves 
to the forward point counting the revolutions of the buggy wheel for distance. 
Here he sets the table up again, plots the distance on the line previously drawn 
and so locates the point on the paper over which he has set up on the ground.
He can now orient the board and sight ahead to a new point and proceed as before. 
In this way he traverses every road, public and private, on the sheet. As he 
proceeds he should locate as many prominent points as possible by intersections, 
such as lone trees, farm houses, mines, etc. He should locate all houses along 
the highway, all churches and schoolhouses, the crossings of all streams and 
lines of railway, etc. Such traverses should close back on known points in fair­
ly short circuits on account of the relative inaccuracy of the work. When a 
quadrangle has been traversed in this manner the whole net is then adjusted to 
the primary control and we then have, with perhaps some auxiliary stream and 
ridge traverses, sufficient control for the topographer to sketch the contours 
and fill in the entire map.
The second method employs quite different instruments and methods.
The Johnson plane table, twenty-four by thirty inches, is used, a telescopic 
alidade,* with stadia wires, a stadia rod, tables or slide rule for computing dif­
ferences in elevation, and a good compass needle for orienting the table. The 
field work proceeds about as follows: The traverseman sets the table up where
he can sight on a primary traverse point of known elevation and position. He 
orients the table with the compass needle and sights at the stadia rod held on 
the known point. He obtains distance with the stadia and direction with a peep- 
sight alidade. This enables him then to plot the point on the map over which
Johnson Plane Table with Alidade
he has set up in the field. He then reads the vertical angle and computes the 
difference in elevation and records these readings and computation in his field 
book. Meanwhile the rodman goes to the next bend in the road or the most ad­
vantageous point ahead and a similar set of readings is taken on this point, lo­
cating its position on the map and its elevation. This process is then repeated 
and by this means a traverse on paper is obtained showing all the roads and data 
obtained by the buggy-wheel traverse and in addition the elevations are deter­
mined of all turning points, summits of hills, valleys and streams, all road in­
tersections, railway crossings, etc. These elevations are written on the map
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and later the whole traverse is transferred by means of tracing paper and adjust­
ed to the primary traverse points on the topographer's sheet.
In flat or rolling country where in general the roads follow section 
lines, it is often possible to make use of the land lines for secondary control. 
In this case the land-line net is plotted and adjusted to the primary traverse 
points on the topographer's sheet, and he sketches over these roads in the field. 
In this case, however, it is quite necessary to check the position of the land­
lines by stadia distances so that the method is not materially different from the 
plane-table traverse.
The first method is the cheaper of the two but is subject to consider­
able error in the determinations of some points. The second method is much the 
more accurate because it is the result of the use of better instruments, stadia 
distances, and usually a more experienced man to do the work. The use of the 
former method is declining.
Limits of Error. For secondary control the limits of error are great­
ly increased since in no case will a traverse line have a greater length than 
ten or fifteen miles without a check on a point of known position. Hence any 
method of measuring distances with an accuracy of one in two hundred and fifty, 
or an error of twenty feet per mile, will be sufficiently accurate. For even at 
the maximum distance of fifteen miles this would amount to but three hundred 
feet. This corresponds to a distance of one-twentieth of an inch on the map and 
could readily be adjusted so as to eliminate all apparent error.
Tertiary Control
With this net-work of secondary control (as has been explained above) 
drawn in on the topographer's sheet, he now has the positions of enough points 
accurately located on his map that he is enabled to sketch in the features of
the area without great error. In some instances it will be found necessary to
'
L
 run traverse lines -etrtr ridges and up valleys. These traverses are often made by
23
the topographer himself while he ie sketching and he may pace distances and de­
termine elevations with the aneroid barometer, or if he has an assistant, he may 
use the stadia for distances and vertical angles for elevations. As the topog­
rapher sketches from the roads or ridges he is constantly determining auxiliary 
points of control which might be classed as tertiary control^but it is so close­
ly related to the sketching that further description will be deferred until that 
subject is taken up.
IV. VERTICAL CONTROL 
Precise Levels
Amount of Precise Leveling Required. To obtain adequate vertical con­
trol the elevation of a sufficient number of points must be determined to enable 
the topographer to sketch the contours on the map without appreciable error. Ob­
viously it would be entirely unnecessary to have the elevations of all bench 
marke determined by precise methods and instruments. For no practical purpose 
would it be desirable to have the elevation of stations inland determined more 
closely than to the nearest one or two feet above sea-level. But if elevations 
are to be carried from the ocean several hundred miles into the continent, the 
most precise methods must be used if the resulting elevation is to be within 
this limit of error.
Hence precise levels are necessary at relatively great intervals to 
carry elevations correctly for great distances. Between these lines of precise 
levels, primary levels may be used to distribute elevations, correct to the 
nearest foot, over the area between the lines of precise levels. And again 
secondary levels may be employed to distribute elevations, correct to the near­
est foot, over the area between the lines of primary levels and thus all the 
area to be sketched will be interwoven with a net-work of lines of levels and 
dotted with bench marks^no one of which will be in error more than a foot. How-
24
ever, each class of leveling is of a quite different degree of precision depend­
ing on the distances over which a given degree of accuracy must be maintained.
Methods. The lines are rim in duplicate. That is, a line is run both 
forward and backhand the check must come within the above limit of error. The 
fore sights must equal the back sights within thirty-three feet, and between 
bench marks the accumulated difference in back sights and fore sights must not 
exceed sixty-six feet. It is desirable that the lines should be run forward in 
the morning and backward in the afternoon in order to obtain results under dif­
ferent atmospheric conditions. An umbrella is used to shelter the instrument 
from the wind, rain, or sun. Observations of the temperature are taken fre­
quently. The description of the instruments may be found in the United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey Reports of 1903.
Bench marks are established at intervale not greater than six miles 
and usually about three miles apart. These must be used as turning points.
Limits of Error. Lines of precise levels may be from one hundred to 
three hundred miles apart and are run over chosen routes. In no other class of 
surveying do we have a better illustration of the fact that accidental errors 
vary as the square root of the number of observations. Hence the limits of er­
ror are always expressed as a coefficient into the square root of the number of 
observations or miles run. In precise levels with the United States Geological 
Survey this coefficient is seventeen thousandths of a foot into the square root 
of the distance in miles. Thus the maximum error in a distance of two hundred 
miles by this formula would be seventeen thousandths into the square root of two 
hundred or seventeen hundredths into the square root of ten equals fifty-one hun­
dredths feet.
Primary Levels
Limits of Error. Lines of primary levels are run at intervals of 
about six miles, and it would be an extreme case where such a line would be car-
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ried as far as one hundred miles without a check. Hence the limts of error are 
given as five hundredths into the square root of the distance in miles and in a 
distance of one hundred miles this would prohibit a greater error than five- 
tenths of a foot, which is consistent with the accuracy of the precise levels.
Methods. This requires ordinarily careful field work. A good engi­
neer's level is used and should be adjusted daily. Back sights and fore sights 
must be kept approximately equal. The maximun length of sight to be taken is 
three hundred feet and reciprocal leveling should be used across ravines or wide 
streams. From the book of instructions issued to topographers of the United 
States Geological Survey the following directions for the location of bench marks 
are given:
"Bench marks should be established if practicable at the township cor­
ners of the public land surveys, near all important lakes, and reservoirs, at the 
crossings of important streams and divides, in every city or town passed through 
and in the vicinity of important mines. They should be so located as not to be 
liable to injury or disturbance yet should be so prominently situated that they 
can easily be found. Along a railroad or highway, if bench mark posts be used, 
they should be placed either outside of and close to the right-of-way line or on 
the right-of-way line. They must not be set close to trees, telegraph poles, or 
fence posts."
When tablets are set in stone or masonry walls, a hole is drilled one 
and one-eighth inch in diameter and filled with cement mortar. The iron tablet 
is then pressed into place. The elevation to the nearest foot only, is stamped 
on the face of the tablet before it is set.
Temporary bench marks should be set at intervals of from one-half to 
one and one-half miles. These bench marks consist of spikes driven into tele­
graph poles, fence posts, and chiseled marks on bridge masonry, notches in the 
roots of trees, etc. Where there are no available natural marks, pieces of iron 
pip>e about twenty inches long may be used. These bench marks should be conspicu-
u. s.
ously Barked with white or red paint thus (723.625)
B. M.
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Aside from the bench marks, numerous useful elevations should be paint­
ed up on fences, trees, posts, etc. along the route. These include the eleva­
tions of all summits and ravines, high and low water marks, bridge floors at 
stream crossings, all highway intersections, elevations at lone houses, school 
houses, at all crossings of railways, at mines and quarries, etc. All such ele­
vations are for the use of the topographer in sketching and all bench marks are 
presuned to be in places least subject to disturbance and for ready reference.
Secondary Levels
Limits of Error. Secondary levels complete the net-work of vertical 
control and are run by two methods. First,a rapid line of spirit levels known 
as "fly” levelsjand second, by trigonometric leveling in connection with the 
secondary traverse, (See Page 24). Such lines of levels are not often more than 
ten or fifteen miles long and the accuracy of such work is expressed by the co­
efficient of three-tenths of a foot into the square root of the distance in miles, 
which in a distance of sixteen miles would give a maximum error of one and two- 
tenths feet, which is sufficiently accurate. These two methods will be described 
in the order mentioned.
Two Methods Used. "Fly" levels do not necessitate precise work in any 
sense of the word. Turning-points are taken directly on the ground, the rod is 
read quickly to the nearest hundredth of a foot and there is practically no limit 
to the length of sights, though some care should be used to balance the back and 
fore sights. As in primary leveling, elevations are painted up along the route 
at every point which might be of use to the topographer in sketching. From six 
to ten or twelve miles of such levels is the usual day's work, depending on the 
ease of travel and the topography of the region.
The trigonometric method involves the determination of differences in
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elevation by the use of stadia readings for distance and vertical angles.
Three distinct methods are in use for determining differences in ele­
vation with the stadia. These are popularly known as the "Vertical Angle," "In­
terval," and "Beaman Arc" methods.
The Vertical Angle method consists in measuring carefully the vertical 
angle between the horizon and the point where the rod is held (making allowance 
for the height of the instrument above the ground). Then by reading the distance 
with the stadia, the difference in elevation can be taken from tables prepared 
by the United States Geological Survey or by slide rule computation. The author 
prefers the latter which gives results much more quickly with fewer chances for 
mistakes than the tables and well within the prescribed limits of error.
The Interval method uses the intercept on the rod between the stadia 
wires and multiples of this quantity to determine the difference in elevation.
The instrument is carefully leveled, then the observer sights through the tele-
/l
scope and selects 3ome well defined object in the of view which lies on the
upper cross'hair. He then turns the telescope with the tangent motion through a 
vertical angle until the lower cross-hair falls on the same point. A new object 
on the upper cross hair is again selected and the telescope elevated until the 
lower wire coincides. Each time the central cross hair has moved through a ver­
tical angle equal to the intercept on the rod. If this process is repeated four 
times, for example, and the stadia intercept is 7.20 feet, then the difference in 
elevation is 4 x 7.20 s 28.8 feet. This method requires very little calculation 
but consumes a good deal of time if many intervals have to be measured and the 
result in such cases is subject to error due to the inability of the instrument- 
man to set the crosshairs exactly each time, and often no well defined points 
can be seen through the glass, hence moving leaves or a spot in a distant forest 
may have to be selected.
The Beaman Arc is an attachment which is placed on the limb of the ver­
tical circle and which has a scale divided into divisions each one of which con-
L
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Beaman Stadia Arc
(Patented) .
By means of this stadia arc there is determined rapidly and exactly the difference in ele­
vation between instrument and rod, and also the reduced horizontal distance to the rod, without 
the measurement of an angle, as such; without the use of either a vernier or a table, slide rule or 
diagram, and with but trifling computation.
, The stadia arc carries two scales:
V. A multiple scale, used only, for 
elevation determinations.
H. A reduction scale, used only to 
reduce inclined stadia readings 
to horizontal.
Either scale is read by reference to an in­
dex adjusted to read the zero or initial point of 
the scales when the telescope is level. This ad­
justment is carefully made by us and should re­
main fixed. It is affected, however, by the ordi­
nary method for fixed vernier as given in our 
Manual. 1, W .  &  L.K, G  u rl©y-)
Rtains that number of degrees which substituted in the formula D ■ — sin 2X 
will make D equal the stadia intercept. With this instrument the method of de­
termining elevations is about as follows: The instrument is leveled up and the
index of the arc is set at zero. The telescope is then turned through that num­
ber of even divisions (say four) which brings the center wire on the stadia rod. 
This reading is then taken and also the stadia intercept ( for example 6.15).
The difference in elevation is then found to be 4 x 6.15 - 24.6 plus or minus a 
correction for the reading of the center wire on the rod. The notes are kept in 
a specially prepared field book.
Three Methods Compared. All three methods are stoutly defended by dif­
ferent men. The author believes, however, that the inaccuracies inherent in the
first and the elaborate system of notes and necessary computations involved in
Y*ST”i
the third eliminate these in comparison with the second method. However, it may 
require a scientific comparison of these methods by actual field operations to 
determine which is the best.
i
SKETCHING
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Sketching or filling-in the map may begin upon the completion of the 
secondary control. All the work which has preceded has been preparatory to this 
final stage in the field work and since the highest skill is required in proper­
ly representing on the map the features of the landscape , the sketching is done 
by a trained topographer.
When his assignment has been made to a given quadrangle, the topogra­
pher will first select the most advantageous place as headquarters during the 
time ho may be in the vicinity. From this base he will sketch as great an area 
as possible, depending on the distances which he may economically cover with a 
horse and carriage. When this limit has been reached he will be required to 
move to another point.
Instruments and Materials. A list of the instruments and equipment 
would include a Johnson plane-table, tripod, telescopic alidade, a compass, a 
sketch-sheet, an aneroid barometer, table of differences in elevation or stadia 
slide-rule, guide map, scale, pencils, notebook, tracing paper, data giving de­
scriptions and elevations of primary traverse points and bench marks. For the 
rodman a folding stadia rod, U. S. A. canteen, and lunch bag. The regulation 
army khaki uniform is well adapted to the work. It is light and very serviceable
Requisite Information. The information and work of the surveys which 
have preceded and which form the base for the sketching will be supplied to the 
topographer in different forms as follows. The position of the primary traverse 
points or triangulation points is accurately plotted on his sketch-sheet and he 
will have printed sheets describing their position as well as the position and 
elevation of all primary level bench marks. See specimen sheet .
PRIMARY LEVELING. 21
Lewistown, 1.5 miles southwest of, southeast corner of wooden 
bridge; southeast bolt of wooden guardrail, marked with lumber Feet.
crayon “ 527.46 ”---------------------------------------------------------------------  527. 47
Lewistown, 1.8 miles southwest of, southeast corner of wooden bridge; 
southeast bolt of wooden guardrail, marked with lumber crayon
“ 507.64 _______________ ____________________________________  507: 65
Lewistown, 1.9 miles southwest of, 470 feet south of bridge, at public
road crossing; east rail------------------------------------------------------------  504. 30
Lewistown, 2 miles southwest of, southeast corner of wooden bridge;
southeast bolt of wooden guardrail, marked with crayon “ 493.72 ”— 493. 73
Milepost 80, 30 feet north of, on north rail-rest post; copper nail
with washer_________________________________________________  476. 54
Lewistown, 1,500 feet north of pump station, 500 feet east of Chicago* 
Burlington & Quincy It. R. tracks, in southeast stone abutment
of county bridge; chiseled square marked “ B. M.”--------------------  467. 06
Milepost 81, 30 feet north of, on north rail-rest post Chicago, Bur­
lington & Quincy R. R .; copper nail with washer--------------------- 474. 64
Lewistown, 4.2 miles southwest of, southeast corner of railroad bridge 
over Spoon River; east bolt in wooden guardrail, marked “ 486.81 486. 83
KEOKUK QUADRANGLE.
Southwest corner of sec. 25, T. 5 N., R. 7 W., west along Toledo, Peoria & 
Western Ry. to Keokuk, Iowa.
T. 5 N., R. 8 W., southwest corner of sec. 34, 3 miles southeast of 
Hamilton, 2 feet south of fence, 45 feet north of railroad and road
intersection, 15 feet northeast of the northeast corner fence post;
iron post stamped “ 638”______________________________________ 637.365
T. 5 N., R. 8 W., near west center of sec. 31, at road and track inter­
section, at east side of bridge over Mississippi River at Keokuk,
Iowa ; point on track marked “ 511.9 ”-------------------------------------- 509. 94
Keokuk, Iowa, in coping of shore side of lower lock of Des Moines 
Rapids Canal, in recess between stone steps and stone pier of lower 
hydraulic tower on south side of pier; copper bolt-----------------------  493. 639
LA, HARPE QUADRANGLE.
Center of sec. 20, T. 7 N., R. 5 W., southeast along Toledo, Peoria & Western 
Ry. to La Harpe, thence south along public roads to southwest corner of 
NW. I sec. 16, T. 6 N., R. 5 W.
T. 7 N., R. 5 W., near north center of sec. 20, 2.6 miles southeast of 
Disco, 1.6 miles northwest of La Harpe, west end of Toledo, Peoria 
& Western Ry. bridge 128, in top of south end of bridge seat;
painted bolthead marked “ 633.1 ”---------------------------------------------  633.22
La Harpe, southwest side of town, south center of sec. 21, T. 7 N.,
R. 5 W., at railroad crossing, 0.1 mile west of station on north side 
of railroad, west side of street, at intersection of street and rail­
road property line, at fence corner; iron post stamped “ 691 ”--------  691.414
T. 7 N., R. 5 W., at center of sec. 28, 0.5 mile southwest of station at 
La Harpe, south side of railroad and east side of highway at rail­
road crossing, in base of telegraph pole; spike marked “ 679.4 ”-----  679. 51
T. 7 N., R. 5 W., west center of sec. 33, on north-south section line 
between secs. 32 and 33, 40 feet east of section line, on south side of 
railroad, in base of telegraph pole; spike marked “ 661.2 --------  661. 28
Sheet of Specimen Descriptions of Primary Bench Marks in Illinois
Surveyed 1909 - 1910
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All the information obtained by the secondary traverse has been plotted 
on the topographer's sheet. Occasionally, however, the topographer will nan his 
own traverse for secondary control. But in any case it should be obtained and 
checked before sketching i3 begun. If the levels were run by the method of "fly" 
levels, as has been described, the elevations will appear along the road on 
fences, buildings, trees, bridges, etc. If the elevationswere obtained by trig­
onometric leveling, they will be written on the topographer's sheet itself.
A guide map showing the relative position of all roads, county-, town­
ship-,and section-lines with respect to the boundaries of the quadrangle, will 
aid the topographer in selecting routes of travel, and in locating the position 
of township- and section-lines on his map.
Data to be Secured
The data to be secured and the requisite methods are about as follows:
First: Since schoolhouses and churches are usually important land
marks in any community, these are always located and indicated by name.
Second: All lines of railway must be 3hown. Often the highways will
cross the railways at sufficiently frequent intervals to establish the alignment. 
Otherwise they must be traversed by the method of back sights and fore sights 
since the compass needle cannot be used near the steel rails.
Third: All streams, canals, drainage ditches, etc. must be indicated
on the map. Any river of importance will require a traverse to locate the bends 
and the contour of the banks. All small streams of any considerable length 
should be traversed not only for direction but to determine where the contours 
cross the bed of the stream. All these auxiliary traverses will be done by sub­
ordinates, if available, for it i3 a waste of the topographer's time and may as 
well be done by a traverseman.
Fourth: The approximate boundaries of all timber are located by the
topographer either by intersections on the corners of the tract, or since fence
lines often bound the timbered areas the intersection of these lines with the 
highway will locate the tract. It is not feasible to draw the timber limits on 
the contour map; hence they are drawn on a sheet of tracing paper placed over the 
map. ,
Fifth: The War Department desires information regarding the elevation
of all bridges and water levels, the size and character of the structure. This 
information is not recorded on the map, but the data is taken and forwarded to 
i the Department.
Sixth: All coal and ore mines must be accurately located and an ele­
vation recorded near by.
Seventh: From his guide map the topographer can determine about where 
he should expect to find the important government land lines. By inquiry from 
residents he then determines just where these lines cross the highway and so is 
enabled to place them on his map. Township-and county-lines are of greatest im­
portance for the section-lines can be adjusted to these. The topographer must 
use considerable care and judgment in selecting what lines are important and 
must also be guarded against wrong information, for many farmers are entirely 
mistaken in their knowledge of what are government land lines. They confuse 
thesewith property lines.
Eighth: All roads of whatever description must be traversed. Private
and secondary roads are shown in dotted lines and macadam roads are noted.
Ninth: All towns and cities are shown with as much detail as the scale
of the map will allow. Large cities are often surveyed on a larger scale and the 
map is reduced by photography to the scale of the published map.
Tenth: Finally the relief of the earth’s surface is shown by contours.
In flat regions the contours are not very numerous but in hilly regions the con­
tours require by far the greater portion of the topographer’s time and attention. 
Thus it is easily seen that the topographer has a good many irons in the fire 
and it requires a resourceful man to handle them all efficiently.
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To obtain all this information and represent it properly on the field 
map requires considerable care and pains. The usual scale of the field sketch­
ing is one to forty-eight thousand,or one inch equals four thousand feet. On 
this scale one hundred feet on the ground corresponds to one-fortieth of an inch 
on the map and hence such features as roads, canals, parallel lines of railway, 
etc. cannot possibly be drawn accurately to scale but are shown as minutely as is 
consistent with clearness and accuracy.
It requires the greatest skill and taxes the utmost resourcefulness of 
the topographer to provide himself with all the required information and to in­
scribe it on the map in an accurate and elegant manner. He must constantly 
adapt himself and his methods to different situations and take advantage of every 
condition to cause it to yield the utmost information with the least possible ex­
penditure of effort and time.
I
Two Essential Steps
Contour sketching is of such importance that it merits rather detailed 
description. It is artistic rather than scientific, and while no definite rules 
can be followed by the topographer in his sketching, yet he will soon recognize 
certain principles which will aid in nearly every situation. It will be the
purpose of the next few paragraphs to give some of these principles.
.
Thefe are two essential steps in contour sketching. First, a correct 
mental picture of the topographic feature to be drawn must be formed in the mind 
of the observer^and second, this picture must be accurately represented on the 
aaap by the use of contour lines.
Forming the Picture. 1^ may be stated first that the topographer should 
never sketch features which are ahead of his position. He can only gain a proper 
sense of the proportions of any topographic feature after it has been viewed from 
different angles. This principle is well illustrated in photographic surveying 
where a number of views from different angles are required to gain a correct rep-
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presentation of a landscape.
In general it is best, first to sketch from the roads over a consider­
able territory because these furnish easy lines of travel and in a hilly country 
are apt to follow the ridges and valleys,which are of strategic importance. 
Moreover the topographer will be enabled to sketch the interior details with 
doubled accuracy and speed if he knows hi3 territory from every side.
With regard to judging distances Mr. Wilson in hi3 book on Topographic 
Surveying, pp. 44, 45, has given several principles which apply in estimating 
distances ,.but one or two others are worthy of mention. First, if a point B is 
at a considerable distance
from A, the distance from B ^  B c
to C will be judged to be much
greater than it really is. It may possibly seem to be equal to A B. In other 
words the mid point to a distant object C will seem to fall nearer C than A. 
Second, when it is difficult to estimate the distance to a given point, a good 
value may be obtained by first deciding upon a maximum and minimum distance and 
taking the mean. Thus the distance to a tree may be judged to be not over thir­
teen hundred feet nor less than a thousand, and the point would be plotted at 
eleven hundred and fifty feet. In order to improve and train his ability to 
estimate distances and differences in elevation, the observer should form the 
habit of estimating previously such quantities as are measured with the stadia 
and so compare his estimated with observed values.
Again there is a tendency to magnify relatively unimportant featires 
near by. The time and care given to sketching different features is likely to 
vary inversely as their distance from the plane table. This is natural since 
irregularities lose their striking qualities as the distance increases. Hence, 
the topographer is apt to spend an undue amount of time on insignificant features 
at his feet,when extraordinary and bold ones at a distance are badly neglected.
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And finally before the topographer has sketched very long he will 
learn certain characteristics of any given region. He will learn, for example, 
that veins of coal and other recognizable strata outcrop at certain elevations; 
that the saddles of ridges and the arms projecting from the main ridge all lie 
at about the same height; and that the slope at the brow of the hills breaks 
always at about the same elevation. He will learn the degree of the slopes and 
so will be able to space the contours more accurately and quickly; also the pe­
culiarities of the beds of streams and to represent correctly any properties 
tVrfc they may have in common. The knowledge of all such facts aids very greatly 
in sketching and the topographer should come to "know" his country as quickly as 
possible.
Drawing in the Contours. The second step in sketching is quite as im­
portant and even more artistic than the first. Still even here, certain princi­
ples are found which apply pretty generally to all conditions.
No pains should be spared to place the controlling contours accurately 
on the map in the first attempt if possible. Erasures consume time and destroy 
the neatness and legibility of the map. And while, of course, the estimated 
distances and the pencil work on the map are subject to constant revision, the 
best topographer is he who can reduce such revisions to a minimum.
The critical points on contours are the sharp bends on noses of slopes, 
and the points where they cross the ravines and streams. If these points are 
correctly located the contours may be drawn in with smooth, parallel lines be­
tween such points. See illustration.
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The drainage, ridge lines, and noses of slopes should be drawn in carefully 
first and the contours properly spaced and located on these lines. Often every 
fifth contour only is drawn in,in the field to save time.
Since the gradient of slopes in different regions is of first impor­
tance in a geological interpretation of the features of the earth’s surface, 
the necessity of correct contour spacing is at once evident.
The accompanying curve has been drawn to show the relation between the 
degree of slope and the contour interval. From this curve it is seen that for 
gentle slopes a change of one degree produces a relatively great change in the 
horizontal distance between contours, and for steep slopes a similar change 
makes but a very slight difference in the space between contours.
Hence it is important in flat country that the elevation shall be well 
determined, for a slight error in elevation will change the position of a con­
tour many hundred feet, and in a hilly region the slightest error in the contour 
spacing will indicate the wrong degree of slope. Correct spacing for steep 
slopes can best be obtained by drawing in the top and bottom contours first and 
then interpolating the intermediate lines.
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"The Topographer Goes Afield"
Keeping these principles in mind and with all the information and con­
trol previously mentioned at his command, the topographer goes afield. Follow­
ing the roads first, he selects the most advantageous points, where he sets up 
the plane table to sketch the features and contours in the immediate vicinity.
Ee has counted the buggy wheel revolutions from the last set-up or he has chosen 
a bend in the road from which to sketch, so he is able to locate the point exact­
ly on the sheet over which he has set up in the road. He then proceeds to draw 
in the contours, streams, houses, timber, etc. about his station. The rodman 
is sent to those controlling points which the topographer selects as worthy of 
rather accurate location and sketches all other details by estimation.
After having sketched the country from the roads in a given area there 
will undoubtedly remain some features in the interior. To sketch these will 
probably require a traverse out the backbone of a ridge or up the bed of a 
stream or both and having located the top and bottom contours, the rest may be
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interpolated. Such a traverse ig run by the topographer himself. Distances 
are measured by pacing and elevations are obtained by the aneroid barometer.
Here again the best judgment of the topographer is required to select the most 
advantageous points for setting up the instrument and in taking every advantage 
conditions may offer for extending his control over as great a territory as pos­
sible. Often by skilful intersections on a neighboring ridge, enough points can 
be obtained to make a separate traverse unnecessary.
The ability of the topographer to estimate correctly distances and 
differences in elevation, is constantly in use. This might become a comparatively 
easy task in a short time if the estimates were always to be made under similar 
conditions but such is not the case. No two situations are the same. It makes 
a difference whether the sun is shining brightly or the sky is overcast, whether 
it is in the mists of early morning, at noon or in twilight, whether the environ­
ment is composed of rugged or smooth features, whether the landscape is viewed 
from above or from below, whether a ravine or level plain intercepts the view, 
etc., etc. And since any of these factors may be in combination with any of the 
others, it requires great skill always to judge distances accurately and quickly.
Generalization in Maps
On account of the small scale of the map, it is obviously impossible to 
draw in the small deviations in contours (even those as great as a hundred feet) 
nor would it always be desirable so to do. As in painting, realism is often 
sacrificed for impressionism^so in contour construction a certain amount of gen­
eralization is desirable. A good topographer will not only sketch the relief 
accurately but in the generalization which is necessary, he will so interpret the 
features as to enable a geologist to read a complete story of the geologic for­
mations of the earth* s surface.
Whether the surface is young or old (in geologic ages); whether it was
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originally formed by continuous uplift or accompanied with faults or folds in 
the strata; whether the erosion is natural or glacial; whether the rivers are 
young or old, near sea level or high above it; and whether the sub-surface 
rock is igneous, sandstone, or limestone, homogeneous or non-homogeneous, etc. 
All these characteristics may be read from a good topographic map. Hence the 
topographer should have some knowledge of geology as well as the artistic sense 
and ability to emphasize those qualities in his sketching which will properly 
and intelligently interpret the features.
The Timber Sheet
Concurrent with the sketching a timber sheet is prepared in the field. 
This consists of a sheet of tracing paper which from time to time is placed on 
the plane table sheet and the position and extent of all timbered areas is in­
dicated upon it. This relieves the sketch sheet of some detail which can as 
well be shown on a separate sheet. The timbered areas are printed on the fin­
ished maps in green.
VI. REPORTS
Progress of the work is reported at the end of each month. This re­
port includes such items as the date and number of days spent in the field, in 
office work, or in traveling; also the number of miles of traverse run, the 
number of elevations determined, the number of square miles sketched and the 
expenditures.
Two copies of these reports are made. One is sent to the Geographer 
in charge of the grand division in which the work is done, and the other is 
sent to the Chief Geographer in Washington in charge of all topographic work.
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VII. OFFICE WORK 
Inking the Map
At the close of the field season (about December first) all instru­
ments and materials are shipped to Washington, D. C., where the work of inking 
the map is begun.
First, all lines which meet the edge of the quadrangle must be 
"matched" with the lines as drawn, probably by a different topographer, on the 
adjoining sheets. Some slight changes may be necessary to secure a fit between 
the contiguous sheets. The sheet is then ready to be inked in.
Usually all work in black is done first. This includes all the works 
of man, such as roads, railroads, houses, cities, and boundary lines. Next the 
contours are inked with burnt sienna water-color, after which the streams, drain­
age, and all water lines are drawn in prussian blue, and finally the sheet is 
lettered in black. Inking the map is very precise and tedious work. The inspec­
tion of any topographic map of a hilly region will give some impression of the
kind of work required. The finest crow quill pens are used, and a reading glass
held by a standard over the work relieves to some extent the strain on the eye.
I
 Engraving the Map
After it has been inked and lettered the sheet is submitted to the ed-
i
itor of topographic maps. By him the map is scrutinized for errors or omissions, 
after which it is returned to the topographer for revision before the map is en­
graved. The process of engraving and printing is rather expensive because the 
greatest accuracy must be maintained, and is now a highly developed process. It 
may briefly be described as follows: The lines from a photographic negative of
the manuscript map are stained on copper plate. By this means an absolutely
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accurate reproduction of the original map is obtained. The lines are then en­
graved on the copper plate and are transferred by the mechanical action of 
grease and acid to stone plates. The finished maps are printed in three colors. 
The workmanship of the engravers and printers is of the highest order, and the 
resulting map is remarkably clear, accurate, and legible.
VIII. COSTS
There are so many different elements which govern the cost of topo­
graphic surveying that definite figures are impossible. Ideas of approximate 
costs may be gained, however, from the following figures given by Mr. Wilson in 
his book on Topographic Surveying, page 40. "Such topographic surveys as are 
executed by the United States Geological Survey range in cost, for maps of a 
scale of one mile to the inch and twenty foot contour interval, from $10.00 to 
$20.00 per square mile in open country and from $15.00 to $30.00 in woodlands. 
Mr. W. H. Herron, Geographer in charge of the Central Division of the United 
States Geological Survey, states that "During the past six years (1907-1913), 
the cost of the topographic survey of a fifteen minute quadrangle in Illinois 
has varied from $2,800 to $4,500." This would correspond to a cost of $13.00 
to $20.00 per square mile.
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